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Weather: Contact League Officers.  Also contact opposing captain at least 1 hour ahead.  No Call is a forfeit. 
1) Players dropped from rosters cannot come back or play for someone else if they have already played for a team. 

8 ball patch is to be placed between closest two diamonds to pocket. 
3) 8 on break is choice of re-rack or spot and shoot. Goes to original shooter unless scratch, otherwise to opponent. 

Rack your own break. (Must rack properly.)
5) Carry over prior year's averages.N/A

New Players start as 8 (male) or 7 (female) average first 3 weeks. (N/A)
7) Subs will also follow rules 5 & 6. N/A

Roster changes must go through league representatives. 
9) List players on score sheet by averages. Ex: 4,5,6,7,8,9 or 10 in numerical order. (N/A)

Max 3 points spot per person with 15 max per round. (N/A)

11)

For makeup games, use standing sheet averages you would have used when originally scheduled. 
13) Makeups must be scheduled within 2 weeks. J&S and league reps must be notified of schedule date. 

On a team forfeit, players will receive no stats.  Team only will receive 3 rounds. 
15) On position round, last place with no opponent can pay league fee and win 3 rounds. 

No individual stats will be recorded. 

Players must pay sanctions first night of play. ($20 - Valley/IN/CS)  If a player is not already sanctioned BCA from 
our fall leagues, the sanction can be paid by player or will come out of the individual team payout.  ($20)

Payout will be scheduled on a Tuesday within 2 weeks of league end.  Blind draw or other format will be available 
to those who wish to participate. 

9 Weeks of play by cutoff date for Great Lakes. March 15th-16th, 2023
Cutoff date will be announced on the entry form. 
Players may be put in any order at tournament. 

(12/2/23) 6 Weeks play required for entry.  Online signup available at jselectronicsinc.com.

Indiana requires 12 weeks played by Feb 5, 2024   TBA (2 original players)

Vegas requires 8 weeks played Jan 1-Dec 31, 2023. 

Vegas requires 12 weeks played by Mar 1, 2024. 

Must play 6 weeks to play in apprecia�on tournament. 

SANCTIONS - 

LEAGUE PARTY - 

GREAT LAKES - 

APPRECIATION TOURNAMENT - 

STATE TOURNAMENT ENTRIES - 

BCA VEGAS TOURNAMENT ENTRIES - 
VNEA VEGAS TOURNAMENT ENTRIES - 

Ohio requires 9 weeks in one session, or 12 in two with the same team by Mar 1, 2024. TBA (3 original)


